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The high-frequency elastic behavior of fluid surfaces is studied from first principles. The general
dispersion equation for elastic surface waves thus obtained reveals the infIuence of the surface struc-
ture on Rayleigh's surface waves. New types of surface waves are also found. Their existence de-
pends crucially on the presence of nonvanishing surface excess elastic moduli and hence these waves
are inaccessible to the macroscopic theory of elasticity. The experimental observation of these elas-
tic surface waves could provide new information about the structure of the liquid surface.
I. INTRODUCTION
The liquid surface and, more generally, fluid-fluid in-
terfaces are typical examples of nonuniform fluids. While
the macroscopic theory of surface effects in fluids is al-
ready more than one century old, ' its microscopic founda-
tion via statistical-mechanical methods is a fairly recent
development. Until recently, the statistical-mechanical
approach to nonuniform fluids~ has been mainly con-
cerned with the static equilibrium properties of the
liquid-vapor and the liquid-solid interface. The first
studies of the dynamica/ properties of fluid interfaces by
statistical methods have appeared in the literature only re-
cently. In a flrst group of studies Bedeaux, Oppenheim,
and Ronis have used a linear response theory in order to
develop a statistical-mechanical basis for their earlier
phenomenological treatment of the hydrodynamical
equations of systems with an interface. In these
phenomenological studies the interface region was con-
sideI'ed as a singular two-dimensional phase endowed with
physical properties distinct from those of the bulk phases.
The singular surface properties could subsequently be
recovered from the microscopic theorys via the introduc-
tion of a surface multipole expansion using surface-
bounded generalized functions (distributions). In a second
group of studies Jhon, Desai, and Dahler have stressed
the relation between the dynamics of the liquid surface
and the theory of broken symmetries. In these studies the
surface properties were extracted from the Mori-Zwanzig
equations for the broken symmetry variables via the intro-
duction of a surface projection operator. In a third group
of studies we have applied the Mori-Zwanzig method
directly to the nonuniform fluid and extracted interfacial
equations by integrating the generalized hydrodynamic
equations of the nonuniform fluid through the interface
region from one bulk phase to the other while considering
all spatial gradients except the normal ones to be slowly
varying within the interfacial region. A number of other
related studies should also be mentioned. 9 In either
case the complexity of the results obtained is fairly
large and based on a series of uncontrolled approxima-
tions. At present we feel that very little more can be
learned by continuing these purely theoretical develop-
ments since they present problems (e.g., the gradient ex-
pansion) which have not been solved yet even for the
bulk-phase equations. What is needed, in our opinion, are
a few simple consequences of these theories which in prin-
ciple could be checked experimentally. In this spirit we
have investigated the consequences of the surface structure
(i.e., its intrinsic diffuse nature as opposed to the steplike
discontinuity assumed in the phenomenological theories' )
on the dispersion relation for the various surface waves by
assuming a priori that the corrections due to this surface
structure aI'c small. Herc wc w111 consIdcr thc hlgh-
frequency elastic surface waves while the study of the
low-frequency hydrodynamic waves is deferred to a later
study.
In Sec. II we briefly recall the exact evolution equations
for the conserved densities obtained by applying the
Mori-Zwanzig method to a nonuniform fluid as explained
in detail elsewhere. '~ In Sec. III we compute the high-
frequency limit of these equations and obtain the basic
wave equations of the theory of elasticity of nonuniform
fluids. We then specialize these equations in Sec. IV to
the particular case of a liquid-vapor system with a planar
equilibrium interface. In Sec. V we study the plane-wave
solutions of these equations and obtain the general disper-
sion relation for the elastic surface waves on a free liquid
surface. This dispersion equation is then studied in a few
limiting cases while our conclusions are summarized in
Sec. VI.
II. GENERAL EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
POR NONUNIFORM FLUIDS
Elsewhere" we have derived the evolution equations
for the nonequilibrium statistical averages (denoted by
( )) of the five conserved densities of a simple fluid of
particles of mass m. These formally exact equations have
been obtained through a straightforward extension of the
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Mori-Zwanzig projection-operator method to the case of
fluids whose equilibrium state is nonuniform and amso-
tropic such as is required for the subsequent description of
fluid interfaces. To this end we took as basic dynamical
variables the number density n(x, t), the momentum den-
sity g (x, t) (a=1,2, 3), and that part e„(x,t) of the ener-
gy density e (x,t) which is thermodynamically indepen-
dent of the number density [i.e., (e„(x,t)n(x ', t))p —0,
where ( )p denotes the equilibrium ensemble average].
The microscopic definition of these variables will not be
repeated here but can be found elsewhere. "The study of
the linearized nonequilibrium deviations from the nonuni-
form equilibrium state can then be most conveniently
I
studied in terms of the density deviation
5n(x, t) =(n(x, t) ) —p(x), of the velocity field
u~(x, t)=(g~(x, t))/mp(x), and of the deviation of the
internal energy
5e( x, t ) = [(e„(x, t ) ) —( e„(x, t ) )p] /p( x ),
where p(x)=(n(x, t))p is the nonuniform equilibrium
density profile. With this choice of variables the exact
evolution equations can be written in the form of general-
ized linearized hydrodynamic equations of the following
Fourier-transformed form [2 (co) = f dt A(t)exp(icpt);
A(t =0}=0]:
—ico5n(x, co)+ Vti[p(x)uti(x, co)]=0,
icomp(—x)u~(x, tp)+k&Tp(x)V~ f dx 'E„„(x,x')5n(x ',co)+ f dx '(g~(x)ilj(co)gtt(x '))pup(x ', co)
(2.1)
f dx '(g~(x)[ 5e„—(x ')+g(cp)5e~„(x ')])p5T(x ', co)=(1it(co)g (x))p, (2.2)kB T'
icop—(x) 5e(x, co)+ f dx '(5e„(x)1i(co)5e„(x'))p5T(x ', cp)kBT'
f dx'(5e„(x)[—g~(x')+P(co)g~(x')])pu~(x', cp)=(i}'j(co)5e„(x))p, (2.3)kBT
5T(x, t) =k&T f d x 'K, , (x, x ')p(x ')5e(x ', t), (2.4)
where 5T(x, t) denotes the deviation of the local none-
quilibrium temperature from its uniform equilibrium
value T. This additional variable is obtained from the
internal energy as
cality of the evolution equations (2.2) and (2.3). It will be
assumed that all kernels in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) describe
sufficiently short-ranged spatial correlations so that after
a straightforward truncated Taylor expansion these evolu-
tion equations can be localized in space with, at most,
second-order spatial gradients appearing.
p(x)5e(x, t)= dx 'G, , (x, x ')5T(x ', t),k T2 en en (2.5) III. ELASTICITY OF NONUNIFORM FLUIDS
a definition which differs slightly from the one used
previously. " In Eqs. (2.1)—(2.5) the notations of Ref.
8(c) have been used: The dot represents a time derivative,
V' =8/Bx, 6, , (x, x ') denotes the equilibrium correla-
~n~n
tion (e„(x)e„(x'))p, and E, , (x,x') its inverse,
EC«(x, x') being similarly the inverse of the density-
density equilibrium correlation function while
g(co) =iQ(co QLQ) —'Q is the resolvent operator for the
motion orthogonal to the conserved densities which are
projected out by means of the projection operator
Q =I P, while L is the—Liouville operator and a summa-
tion over repeated greek indices is implied. The basic ap-
proximation introduced below concerns the spatial nonlo-
Liquids' as well as liquid surfaces ' ' are known to ex-
hibit elastic properties. Here we show how the basic equa-
tions of elasticity result from the general evolution equa-
tions (2.1)—(2.3) in the limit where the evolution operator
f(~) can be approximated by its exact high-frequency
limit
lim icing(co)—=Q,
f
co ( ~ a)
(3.1)
or equivalently P(cp)=iQ/co, where Q is the projection
operator on the space orthogonal to the conserved densi-
ties. Eliminating the density 5n(x, tp) from Eq. (2.2) with
the aid of the continuity equation (2.1) and multiplying
Eq. (2.2) by imp, we obtain with the use of Eq. (3.1)
a) mp(x)u (x,co)+ksTp(x)V f dx'K„„(x,x ')Vp[p(x '}up(x ', co)]— f dx '(g (x)Qgp(x '))uti(x ', tp)BT
z f dx '(g (x)5e„(x '))p5T(x ', co)=O(1/co) . (3 2)kBT
In Eq. (3.2) we have already taken into account that (g ( x)Q6e„(x ') )p and (Qg (x ) )p vanish identically because of the
time-reversal symmetry of the equilibrium ensemble [as can be easily checked by explicit evaluation and using the value
of Q =I Pgiven in Ref. 8(c)]. Proceed—ing similarly for the energy equation (2.3) we obtain
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co p(x)5e(x, co)— f d x '(5e„(x)Q5e„(x ') )p5T(x ',co)+ f dx '(5e„(x)g~(x ') )pu~(x ',co) =O(1/co),ksT tt T
(3.3)
where we have taken into account that (Q5e„(x))p—0
and (5e„(x)Qg (x'))p ——0. Notice, moreover, that to or-
der 1/co the transient terms ( g(co)5e„(x ) )p and
(P(co)g (x))p disappear from the evolution equations
which now become local in time. An important further
simplification occurs if in the third term of Eq. (3.2) we
substitute Q by its value I Pan—d notice that P is the sum
of five projection operators P =P„+P, + g Ps, one for
each conserved density. Because of the time-reversal sym-
metry of the equilibrium ensemble the contributions of
Ps vanish identically. The contribution of P„ insteada
compensates exactly the second term of Eq. (3.2). Equa-
tion (3.2) thus becomes
co2mp(x)u (x,co) — f dx '(g (x)gp(x ') )pup(x ', co)BT
+ x' g~ x P, gp x' oup x',~
B
f dx '(g~(x)5e„(x '))p5T(x ',co)=O(1/co),kBT
(3.4)
ples from the velocity field leaving us with the basic equa-
tions of elasticity
co mp(x)u (x,co)
+ V ~ f dx'(5& (x)5&ptr(x'))pVtrup(x', co)pT
(3.6)
where we have introduced the deviation 5o. p
=& p —(& p) p of the microscopic stress tensor & p( x )
from its equilibrium value (&~p(x))p[g~(x)+Vp5&~p(x)
=0], and integrated by parts over x '. We now spatially
localize Eq. (3.6) by assuming short-ranged spatial corre-
lations resulting in the final equations
co mp(x)u~(x, co)+V~ [c«~pp(x)Vpup(x, co)]=0 p (3 7)
where c pp(x) are the local elastic moduli ' ' of the
nonuniform fluid
c«pp(x)= f dx '(5&«(x)5&pp(x '))p . (3.8)BT
while using the expression of P, and Eq. (3.3) the last two
terms in the left-hand side (lhs) of Eq. (3.4) can be com-
bined resulting in an O(1/co) term [-5T( x ', co) /co], i.e.,
co mp(x)u~(x, co) —f dx '(g~(x)gp(x '))pup(x ', co)ii T
=O(1/co), (3.5)
showing that to dominant order the temperature uncou-
Note that these are the adiabatic elastic moduli. In order
to obtain the isothermal moduli we repeat the above treat-
ment with the additional approximation that the perturba-
tions are isothermal, i.e., 5T( x,co) =0 in the general evolu-
tion equation (2.2) or equivalently in Eq. (3.4). This leads
again to an equation of the type (3.7) but now featuring
the isothermal moduli c~~'pp instead of the adiabatic
moduli c
~~
where the local isothermal elastic moduli
c'
'p& are defined as
c' 'pp(x)=c ptr(x) dx—' dxi dx (52&«(x)5e„(x ))~i«(x x i)(25e„(x )5&2pp(x')) , pkBT tl fl (3.9)
the distinction between both types of moduli being impor-
tant only when both a =a' and P=P', since otherwise the
second term in the right-hand side (rhs) of Eq. (3.9) will
vanish identically.
IV. PLANAR LIQUID-VAPOR INTERFACE
We now specialize Eq. (3.7) to the case where the
nonuniform equilibrium fluid consists of a planar liquid-
vapor interface localized around the xi —0 plane and
separating a bulk liquid phase (xi &0) from a bulk vapor
I
phase (xi & 0). Because of the cylindrical rotational sym-
metry of this system only five elastic moduli are nonvan-
ishing and linearly independent. ' ' Using the Voigt
notations'b' cJ —c«p& with i =(a,a') and j=(p,p')
denoting a pair of indices [with i =1=(1,1), i =2=(2,2),
i =3=(3,3), i =4=(1,2), i =5=(1,3), and i =6=(2,3)],
the nonvanishing moduli c;J =c,j ( x ) are c i i,
~ J3 —2$ 3 ~ —33 3 —3 44
together with the Cauchy relation c2i —ci2 —2c66 [see Ref.
8(b) for a detailed discussion of these symmetry proper-
ties]. Hence for a planar liquid-vapor interface, Eq. (3.7)
becomes
co mp(xi )ui+ Vi[c ii(x i )Viui]+ Vi[c i2(xi )(V2u2+ Viue )]+c~(xi )[(Vp+ Vi)ui+ Vi(V2u2+
Viue)]
=0, (4.1)
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co mp(x1)u2+ V1[C44(X1)(V1u2+ V2u1)]+c12(x1)V2V1u1+c22(x1)V'2u2+c23(x1)V2V3u3+c66(x1)V3(V2u3+ V3u2) =0,
(4.2)
co m p(x1)u 3+V1[c 53 (X1)(V1u 3+V3u1)]+c12(x1)V3V1u1+ c23 (x1 )V3V2u 2+c22(x1)V3u 3+c66(x1)V2( V2u 3+V3u 2 )=0,2
(4.3)
f dx1V1[f (X1)g( x )]= [f(x1)g(x )]„', (4.4)
where u denotes u (x,co} and because of the translational
symmetry parallel to the interface, all c,j(x) and p(x) de-
pend only on x1. When x1 belongs to a uniform bulk
phase ( ~x1
~
&6, for instance) the local moduli C,J(x1) be-
come constants independent of x1 and because of the
spherical rotational symmetry of the bulk phases we have
moreover c~
~
—c22 ——c33 c44 —c$5 —c66 and c]2—c23 1 e.
there are only two linearly independent nonvanishing
moduli for either bulk phase. When x1 belongs to the in-
terfacial region we integrate Eqs. (4.1)—(4.3) through the
interface from one bulk phase to the other. For the pla-
nar interface, localized between the x1 —6 and x1 ——6
planes, we meet three typical situations which can be sum-
marized as follows:
f dx1f(x, )V1g(x)=0,
f dx1f(X1)V~(x)=f[V g(x)]„, p, a~i
(4.5)
(4.6)
where g(x ) denotes a slowly varying function of x such as
u (x,co) or Vpu (x,co)(p&1), while f(x1) denotes the
remaining factor containing c~(X1) or p(x1). Equation
(4.4) is, mathematically speaking, not an approximation
since it simply tells us that by integrating a normal deriva-
tive through the interface we obtain the jump experienced
by the corresponding quantity between the two bulk
phases. As will be seen below, when all remaining terms
are small, terms of this type transform the evolution equa-
tions into boundary conditions for the bulk quantities. In-
tegrating by parts the lhs of Eq. (4.5) and using the slow
variation of g( x }in the domain
~
x1
~
& 6, we obtain
dx, f(x, )V,g(x)=[f(x, )g(x)]„,',—f dx, g(x)V,f(x1)
—g(x)
l
—p[f(x1)]" — —g(x)
I
—p f dx1VZ(X1), (4.7)
and hence Eq. (4.5). Finally, in Eq. (4.6) we have used the assumed slow variation of V~(x) to approximate it by its
value inside the interfacial region (6&
~
x,
~
=0) and eliminated the 6 dependence by approximating f dx1f(x1) by
its Gibb's surface excess value f:
dX1f(X1)= dX1[f(X1)—8+(X1)f(X1—oo ) —8 (X1)f(X1—— o)o] +[6f(X, = oo )+f(X1——oo)]
=f+&(6) (4.8)
with
f= f dX1[f(X1)—8+(X1)f(X1=m ) —8 (X1)f(X1——oo)], (4.9)
where 8+(x1) are step functions ( = 1 when +x1 & 0, and
zero otherwise), while 6 has been considered as a small
quantity. More details about this procedure can be found
in Ref. 8(c}but the basic principles to be applied here are
contained in the above results [Eqs. (4.4)—(4.6)]. Integrat-
ing Eqs. (4.1)—(4.3) through the interface and using Eqs.
(4.4)—(4.6) we now obtain the following "surface equa-
tions":
co mpu1+c~(Vz+ V3)u1
[ 11Vlu1+c12(V2u2+V3u3)]+ s (4'10}
67 mpu2+c22V2u2+c23V2V3u3+c66V3(V3u2+ V2u3)2 — — 2
= [C44(V1u2+ V2u1)]+, (4.11)
pu3+c22V3u3+c23V3V2u2+c66V2(V3 2+V2u3)2 — — 2
=[C35(V1u3+V3u1)]+, (4.12)
where u —=u (x1 —O,X2,X3,co), while for instance
[a]+—a(x1 ——O,x2,x3)—a(x1 —+O,x2,x3) denotes the
jump of the magnitude a(x) when going from one bulk
phase to the other across the interfacial region. The sur-
face equations (4.10}—(4.12) are much simpler than the
original equations (4.1)—(4.3) since the rapidly variable
coefficients p(x1) and c,j(x1) have been eliminated in
favor of the surface excess values p and c;1 defined by Eq.
(4.9), which are constants. The lhs of Eqs. (4.10)—(4.12)
resemble the equations describing the elasticity of a thin
film for which the bulk properties in the rhs appear as
source terms connecting the bulk and surface phases.
Equations (4.10)—(4.12) will be used in Sec. V to study the
effect of the surface structure (buried in the surface excess
values) on the elastic surface waves. Putting all surface
excess values equal to zero (p=O, cz —0) and neglecting
the bulk vapor phase one easily recovers from Eqs.
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(4.10)—(4.12) the free surface boundary conditions of the
111acl'oscoplc thcol'y of elasticity. Tllls ls 11lost cRsily doIlc
by switching from the velocity field u~(x, (o) to the dis-
placement field d~(x, co} with u~(x, (tP)=' —itod~(x, to) and
wrltlng Hookc s law' ln thc Volgt notation as 0I =XjcIJ$I.
with o.; denoting the (a,P)=i component of the macro-
scopic stress tensor and s; =(7 dPI+(P'PPd )/2 the
i =(a,P) component of the macroscopic strain tensor. At
a free surface the normal stresses have to vanish, i.e.,
o; =0 for i =(I,a), which when expressed in terms of the
elastic moduli ctP corresponds to the vanishing of the rhs
of Eqs. (4.10)—(4.12). The interfacial structure, contained
in the lhs of Eqs. (4.10)—(4.12) can hence be seen to act as
source terms for the macroscopic theory of elasticity.
As discussed in Sec. IV, the elastic perturbations of the
displacement [d~(x, (o)] or velocity field [u~(x, to)
itod—(x,to)] of a hquid-vapor system with a planar
equilibrium interface are described by Eqs. (4.1)—(4.3)
whlcli 111 thc liltcIfRclR1 lcgloli cali be Rpprox1111atcd by
Eqs. (4.10)—(4.12). In order to extract further useful in-
formation from these equations we now consider plane-
wave perturbations of the liquid neglecting the vapor
phase, i.e., we consider a free liquid surface.
(5.3)
where p denotes the density of the liquid bulk phase and
col, c44,c« its (for instance, adiabatic) elastic moduli. Be-
cause of the isotropy of the bulk phase we must have
moreover c44 —c66. Equations (5.1)—(5.3) thus predict a
longitudinal elastic phonon (oP =ci k;ci =cqqltnp;ul
~
~k )
and two identical transverse elastic phonons
(i'0 =ct k;ct =c44/Pnp=c«/Alp;ui, uSJk) 111 Rgi'ccIIlcllt,
with the macroscopic theory. ' The general solution of the
bulk equations can thus be written as a superposition of
thcsc clastic phonons, l.c., for an arbitrary gcoIIlctry wc
will have
i( ki x —cot), i(kt x toti-ll x, ttP =ue +11e, xi &0
ki —to /ci, k, =to /c, .2 2 2. 2 2 2
(5.4)
A similar result also holds for the vapor phase (xl &0),
A. Bulk Pcrtux'bations
We first look for plane-wave solutions
u (x oP)-exp[i(k x —CPt)] of Eqs. (4.1)—(4.3) when xi
belongs to thc bulk liquid phase whcI"c Rll clastic moduli
become constants cP(x&)=c'I '(xl)=—ci. Since the bulk
liquid phase ls spherically symmetric wc can without loss
of generality put k in the xi direction, i.e.,
u~(x, co)=u exp[i(kxl —(ot)]. Equations (4.1)—(4.3) now
yield (for xi &0)
but since we will neglect the vapor phase we can simply
put u(x, oP) equal to zero for x» 0.
where the values of Ki and K, are fixed by the bulk disper-
Sloll relations [CtP =Ctxk =Ctt(q —Ktx); (X=(l,I)] as
Ki =(q —ttp /ci )+2 1/2
K, =(q ~ /c—, )+,2 1/2
(5.6)
(5.7)
w'hcI'c thc sUbscript indicates that thc sqURI'c I'oots have to
be taken with positive real part. Because of the isotropy
in the r plane we can without loss of generality put q in
the xI direction [exp(iq r }=exp(iqxl )]. Substituting
(5.5) in the surface equations we obtain (neglecting the va-
por phase)
{co pnP c4gq ){ul—+u 1 )=c(I(Kpu(+Ktu ( )
+iqcll(uz+ul ),
(op pn p c12 q )( u 1 +—li 1 )=c 44 (Ki u I +Kt u 1 )
+tqc44(u 1 +u i }
(OP PnP C66q )(us+u—s )=C44(Kius+Ktus),
(5.8)
(5.9)
whereas the tranversality condition Kt u '=0 of (5A} be-
COIDCS
(5.11)
QQ I =—lKIQ2»
qQ3 =0» KIQ3 =0»
(5.12)
(5.13)
where Eq. (5.13) implies that us —0 since for surface
waves both q and KP have to be different from zero. The
bulk perturbation (5.5) will hence satisfy the surface equa-
tions if a nontrivial solution to Eqs. (5.8)—(5.13) can be
foillld.
C. 018PCX'810m I'C1$tlOIl f01 SUrfRCC %VRVCS
As seen from Eqs. (5.10) and (5.13), us and us uncouple
fl'0111 thc 1c111Rllllng conlpollcIlts leading lnlnlcdlatcly to a
nontrivial solution ul —O, uS&0 provided the following
dispersion relation is satisfied:
B. SUrf sec cqQstion8
In the interfacial region x&-0 the bulk perturbation
(5.4) has to satisfy, moreover, the surface equations
(4.10)—(4.12). Let us introduce the notation x =(xi, r),
k=(ki, q) with r=(xz, xl) and q={kz,kl) being the
components of x and k in the interface plane (xl —0).
Since we are interested only in surface waues we look for
solutions which are spatially damped inside the bulk
hquld phase, l.c., plalic waves wltll k( = —EK, whclc thc
real part of K is strictly positive: exp(i k.x )
=exp(iq. r+Kxi), xl &0. The general perturbation (5.4)
for surface plane waves reads thus in this notation:
(5.5)
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~2mp —c«q =c44a, . (5.14)
This solution which describes transverse motions in the
plane of the interface (u 3iq, u»0) is the result of the ex-
istence of a surface structure and as such does not appear
in the macroscopic theory. Indeed when the excess
values p and c«are neglected in Eq. (5.14), the latter is
seen to imply a, =0 which is impossible for surface waves
implying, in turn, that ui ——0. The new solution {ui&0)
is possible only when P or c66 are finite as the result of the
existence of a surface structure.
The remaining four equations (5.8) and (5.9), and (5.11}
and (5.12) couple (ui, u2) to (u i,u2) and hence describe
mixed longitudinal-transverse motions occurring in the
sagittal plane (i.e., the plane normal to the interface and
containing the wave vector q). A nontrivial solution of
these four equations can be found only when all four com-
ponents ui, u2, u»uz are different from zero [because
u I /'u2 and u I/u2 are fi~ed by Eqs. (5.11) and (5.12)] and
when, moreover, the following dispersion relation is satis-
fied:
D. Approximate solutions
Without Q pP'loP'l knowledge of the Inagnitude of the
surface excess values, the general dispersion equation for
transverse [Eq. (5.14)] and sagittal-plane [Eq. (5.15)]
motions are difficult to solve. In view of this we will con-
sider all surface excess terms as small and compute their
influence on the results of the macroscopic theory' by per-
turbation theory. It should be clear, however, that when
the surface excess values are not small, different solutions
may exist. Consider first the transverse surface waves
determined by Eq (5.14). TRki11g thc squalc of this cqlla-
tion and substituting s, by its value from Eq. (5.7) we ob-
tain
2
m qp %66
p2 2
(5.16)
and solving by iteration around the bulk transverse fre-
quency (co=qc, ) we obtain
{oi mp c44q }(c—o mp c22q )(~—Ix, —q )
+mph) [irI(co mp c44—q )+~,(co2mp c22—q )]
+c44[(q +a, ) 4q xi~, ]—=0 . (5.15)
W11c11 Rll sllrfRcc cxccss VRlllcs (p~c22~c~) RI'c neglected~
Eq. (5.15) reduces to the last term in its lhs which corre-
sponds exactly to tllc rcslllt of thc I11Rcl'oscopic theory.
laboratory frame of reference. This is usually accom-
plished by defining the xi —0 plane through Gibb s condi-
tion of zero absorption, P=O, so that the surface acquires
no inertia. It is equally possible to define the surface by
the condition of zero surface elasticity, c66 —0, in which
case the surface will generally acquire some inertia (p&0).
In either case (P=0 or c66 ——0) Eq. (5.17) will yield experi-
mental access to the surface structure through c66 or p.
For the sagittal waves determined by Eq. (5.15) we simi-
larly look for solutions in the vicinity of Rayleigh s sur-
face waves' occurring slightly below the bulk transverse
frequency
co =q c, (g +5(') (5.18)
where
~
g
~
& 1 and g' is a small correction due to the sur-
face structure. In the limit of vanishing surface excess
values (p=O, c22 —O,c~—0), g'=0 and g is determined
from Eq. (5.15) as the solution of the equation
' I/2
(g —2) =4(1—g )' 1—
CI
(5.19)
which is identical to the result of the macroscopic theory. '
Treating all surface excess values as small we find g'=qA,
with A, determined by
2
cg
1 ——-g
CI
p c44 p
c, h'(g' —2)+, +
cI 5
g2)1/2
(5.20}
where g denotes the solution of Eq. (5.19) while the spatial
damping coefficients are
iri=q[1 c, (g+qA, ) /c—I ]'~
Again the intrinsic result is obtained by localizing the in-
terface with the aid of, for instance, Gibb s condition
p=O.
When the surface structure is retained, Eq. (5.15) can
have solutions which do not appear in the macroscopic
theory. This is seen, for example, by looking for solutions
in the domain
co =q c, [1—(qe} ], e=
c66
{5.17)
i.e., a propagating transverse surface wave at a frequency
slightly below the transverse bulk frequency (qc, ) and
with a spatial damping coefficient a, =q e. Observation
of this surface wave could yield direct access to the sur-
face structure via P or c66. We should not forget, howev-
er, that the precise location of the liquid surface (xi —0)
should be done intrinsically and not with respect to the
q cg «oi (&q ci, co ((q c& (c44/c22) (5.21)
QP (5.22)
m p(1+qp/p)
which is precisely the elastic equivalent of the capillary
which, as will be shown in a later study, is the elastic
equivalent of the doIQain where the capillary waves occur
in the hydrodynamic theory. Treating again the surface
excess values as small, we obtain this time
wave with c44 playing the rale of the high-frequency sur-
face tension. When P=O the spatial damping coefficients
are Kt =q i 1 qc44—/c~ i and Ict =q i 1 —qc44/c22 i . No'te
also that when qp/p ~) 1, Eq. (5.22) predicts a phonon fre-
quency (co =q c~/mp) which is formally equivalent to
the condensation or crystallization waves found recently"
for interfaces which acquire an inertia as the result of
some nonequilibrium conditions. In the equilibrium situa-
tion considered here it should be more realistic to consider
Eq. (5.22) with p=0. In any case we are not aware of any
other theoretical prediction of capillary-wavelike
(to-qsr ) elastic surface waves
VI. CONCLUSIONS
%c have shown how thc cquatlons dcscrlblng thc clastic
behavior of a nonuniform fluid can be obtained in a
straightforward manner by taking the high-frequency lim-
it of the exact Mori-Zwanzig evolution equations. Both
adiabatic [5T(x,to)~0] and isothermal [5T(x,to)=0] sit-
Uatlons can bc consldcI'cd. IQ thc adlabatlc case thc
unlquc approxlmatlon to thc n11closcoplc cvolutlon opera-
tor g(co)=ig/co [based on the exact result
lim~„~ „—icog(co)=Q] is sufficient to uncouple the
temperature [5T(x,co)] from the velocity field [u (x,co)].
In both situations the velocity field [or equivalently the lo-
cal displacement d (x,co),u (x,co)= irod f x,—co)] obeys,
after spatial localization, a wave equation [Eq. (3.7)] in-
volving local adiabatic or isothermal elastic n1oduli whose
microscopic expression is given by Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9).
When the nonuniform fluid consists of a liquid-vapor sys-
tern with a planar equilibrium interface these equations
can be reduced in the bulk phases to those of the macro-
scopic theory of elasticity' and in the interfacial region to
surface equations coupling the bulk and surface perturba-
tions. %hen the latteI perturbations are neglected thc
equilibrium canditions for a free surface as used in the
macroscopic theory' are recovered. The equations for the
surface perturbations depend on the structure (profile) of
the equilibrium surface through the appearance of surface
excess elastic moduli. The structure of the surface can be
made accessible to experimental investigation through the
observation of the elastic surface waves. We find that the
surface structure produces a small wave-vector-dependent
shift in the frequency and spatial damping coefficient of
Rayleigh's elastic surface wave [cf. Eqs. (5.18)—(5.20)].
We also find that in the presence of nonvanishing surface
excess values, new surface waves, not predicted by the
macroscopic theory, ' are possible. We have found a new
transverse wave [Eq. (5.16)] occurring slightly below the
frequency of the bulk transverse phonon and a new
capillary-wavelike (co-q ) elastic surface wave [Eq.
(5.22)]. These new surface waves are, to the best of our
knowledge, predicted here for the first time. An impor-
tant question left unanswered by the present investigation
concerns the order of magnitude of the surface excess
moduli involved. This point may be of importance for the
experimental observability of these new surface waves.
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